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About This Game

"The Legacy: Forgotten Gates" is a hidden-object adventure game packed with mini-games and puzzles, telling a story of a
journey to another world, where danger and unexpected turns of events await around every corner!

It was late evening and the museum was almost empty. At the Maya artifact exhibition, one of the exhibits suddenly started to
move. The sound drew the attention of a young woman named Diana, a museum employee and an expert in Mayan culture.

When she came closer to the artifact she realized it looked like a portal... and suddenly some unknown power lifted her up and
teleported her to an ancient temple! Now Diana has to figure out where she is, how she got there and how she's going to return
home. The young woman encounters a civilization similar to the Mayan culture, but this is neither the past nor a parallel reality.

It's another planet, connected to Earth centuries ago by some special gates. And now the gates have been activated again...

Only Shaash, the local shaman and gate keeper, can help Diana return home. But that will not be easy. Diana will have to face
numerous tests, travel far through the Endless River Valley, encountering the strange people and wondrous animals of the other

world, while trying to hide from all dangers and solving dozens of different challenges on her way.

- Multiple wonderful locations and stunning graphics
- Unexpected plot turns

- Unforgettable characters
- Fascinating mini-games and puzzles
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Great game so far. The graphics of a single airport in this scenery is worth the price of this entire DLC. By that, I mean I have
spent more than $30 USD for an airport in FSX that isn't as good as the airports in this DLC.
The scenery is stunning at maximum graphics settings with absolutely no stutters or OOM's. Im using this sim and scenery on a
laptop (Clevo P770ZM with 4790K CPU, 980M GPU)
Yes, it's in EA with no ATC, no multiplayer, and no AI but this experience is so good I uninstalled FSX with 10 years of addons.
For me, this is the future and I will support IPACS with my wallet.
. "The content since release is almost doubled and it was cool to work on the game even after release. I would love to create even
more content for V ARRR but since I have to pay my bills that is not possible for me to do.

I hope you understand, I need to create new things to make a living :)
Thanks for playing,

Thomas - Blackjard Softworks"

I can not recommend this game for anyone to buy. Mostly due to the above comment from the developer, and the too high price
tag for the content that is available.. Just NOOOOOOOO. for all those who like Hillclimb and arcade game. very nice looking
and addictive.
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If you don't like mature, dark and gory stuff, do NOT play this. Aside from this warning, this visual warning is amazing!!!
I cannot help but congratulate the people tha made this game! It is so well-written, so good to the eye, the music is terrific and
the plot really got me addicted to this game. I really enjoyed it. That is why I strongly recommend it to people who want to get
addicted to this twisted dark fairytale. :). 11/10 would play again for the Nazi grills. Review after plaing V.0.4:
+ Well thought Levellayout
+ very fun and competitive game
+ Speedrunning as a game
+ very fuid movement

- performance still is not that good
- which leads to high input lag. Nice regular top-down shooter with co-op option. Absolutely recommended!. Fun game, but in
desperate need of polish and bug fixes.. Very nice game. Short? Yes. Intense? Be sure of that. It is a shooter on rails. So what?
You have oportunity to pilot a mech. That's good enough for me.. Not even worth 0.75 euros

waste of money. Hello Friends! This dlc adds new powers. They are quite funny. For example, when you stomp, the enemies
around you fly up into the air and blow up like fireworks. The powers themselves are actually quite good for what they are.
They make even getting some of the achievements easier.

Recommended for adding new powers to the game.. Good escape room. Shorter, but worth the money.. A VERY good DLC
which contains AMAZING characters, skills and Pq's. This is BY far my favourite DLC pack SO far, Ofc we all know DLC 6
will be da best since it gets UI Goku, Jiren, SSGSS Goku and a GOOD\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665story which is related
to FUU.
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